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Partner with technical specialists to monitor equipment
performance and promptly detect issues
The Flowserve Monitoring Center is a dedicated facility
where proprietary algorithms and technical specialists
monitor your equipment to identify performance issues
and signs of potential failures before they impact your
operation.
The moment critical and non-critical assets deviate from
standard performance threshold limits, plant reliability
engineers, operators and maintenance personnel will
be notified of a potential problem via the Insight Portal.
At the same time, our knowledgeable team at the
Flowserve Monitoring Center will receive the alert and
work with your operators to diagnose the issue and
make recommendations.
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Flowserve Monitoring Center benefits
Improve asset reliability and availability
With equipment performance under observation, we can alert
facility operators of equipment anomalies in near real time,
significantly reducing — or even eliminating — downtime.

Respond to equipment issues quickly
The Flowserve Insight Portal is available online, 24/7 to monitor
your asset performance and is completely accessible from
a portal mobile device. Remote technical support, reliability
consultations and quick-response teams are available to
address your equipment and/or technology issues.

Prevent adverse equipment conditions
before they happen
Dashboards and reports track asset performance over
time. By reviewing the equipment’s performance history,
we can alert operators to those assets which will likely
experience a fault condition.

Understand how equipment should perform
With centuries of experience with rotating equipment,
Flowserve is in a unique position to analyze data and
diagnose problems. We also can provide recommendations
on how to avoid extreme performance conditions.

An extension of your team
We designed the Flowserve Monitoring Center to give
you “another set of eyes” to monitor and analyze your
equipment more closely. Not only can we help you
uncover the root causes of equipment problems more
quickly, we also can provide repair recommendations
and deploy the resources required to address
equipment issues.

How Flowserve is different
Flowserve offers a unique remote monitoring solution
that includes a physical state-of-the-art monitoring
facility. Our knowledgeable technicians, analysts,
project managers and engineers know rotating
equipment and data analytics inside and out.
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